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Body:

Thanks for the update, Carrie.  I know that it may not do any good, but please keep asking LuAnn every day for 

new HSCA files to review.  We need to be able to say to Congress in our monthly report that we are able to 

keep up with the page counts and that we continue to ask the FBI about their progress each day.    To:	Laura 

Denk/ARRBcc:	 From:	Carrie Fletcher/ARRB   Date:	03/16/98 11:58:41 AMSubject:	Status UpdateIn the 

absence of prepared files, this week I spent time reviewing DCU appeals, reviewing files on the Veciana 

informant issue, finishing additional request #29, and I also spent a lot of time working on Sydney's rifs.  I have 

a DCU question on Ballen if you have time tomorrow when you are at the FBI to look at a file.  Was there 

anything else I needed to do for Kutner to ensure that the FBI meet all of our requirements for finding Chicago 

files.  I am going to drop off my organizational chart in case you are interested in which files I still have 

outstanding and with whom.  Also in anticipation for upcoming Board meetings, I thought you might be 

interested in knowing the files I have that need evidence provided or need to be voted on.Marita Lorenz will 

hopefully come before the April Board.Benjamin Binion needs evidence from Barb. A.Veciana will hopefully 

come before the May Board.John Pittman and Gus Alex have NBR issues.Shimone has an addition to the 

memorandum which I believe you decided the Board should vote on.Carlos Martinez needs evidence from 

Barb H.Arthur with Barb A. needs evidence. Balbuena with Barb A. also needs evidence and may be finished 

soon.Meadows with Carol H. needs evidence.Please let me know if you have any questions or need me to do 

anything. 
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